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Current-induced switching in a single exchange-biased ferromagnetic layer
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We demonstrate current-induced switching effects in a single exchanged-biased ferromagnetic layer.
A nanodomain can be switched within the ferromagnetic layer by a spin-polarized current injected
through a point contact. The high resistance of the hysteretic switching is due to the formation of a
domain wall between the nanodomain and the rest of the layer. The switching behavior observed in
a single layer is a type of spin-transfer torque effect which is the inverse effect of domain-wall
magnetoresistance. At room temperature, nonhysteretic switching behavior with a broad switching

current density range is observed. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1852437g
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Recently, much attention has been focused on
current-induced switchingsCISd effect,1–8 with which the
magnetic configuration of two magnetic entities can
switched by a spin-polarized current rather than by a m
netic field. This is because a spin-polarized current carr
spin angular momentum. A part of this angular momen
can be transferred to a magnetic entity as a torque, vi
spin-transfer torquesSTTd effect.9–12 A common geometr
for realizing the CIS effect is a FM/NM/FM trilayer, whe
the two ferromagneticsFMd layers are physically separat
by a nonmagneticsNMd layer. The thicker FM layer work
as the “fixed” layer, while the thinner FM layer is the “fre
layer. The torque induced by a current with sufficient cur
density flowing perpendicularly through the trilayer can a
the free layer parallel and antiparallel to the fixed layer,
pending on the polarity of the current. The switching of
configuration of the two magnetic layers can be verified
its inverse effect, the giant magnetoresistancesGMRd effect.

This work demonstrates CIS effects in asingle
exchange-biased FM layer. A magnetic nanodomain
magnetic layer can be manipulated to be parallel and an
allel to the rest of the film by a current injected throug
point contact. The parallel configuration with low resista
and the antiparallel configuration with high resistance
confirmed by the magnetoresistancesMRd of the contact at
current close to zero. The absolute magnitude of the r
tance change observed in the single layer is larger than
observed using trilayers. At room temperature, nonhyste
switching with reduced switching current density is
served.

The schematics of our experimental setup are show
Fig. 1sad. The 400 nm Co film was made by sputtering an
thin antiferromagnetic CoO layer was formed on the top
natural oxidation. The CoO layer on one surface of the
layer causes the two Co surfaces to be different. The sa
was field cooled in a vacuum jacket from room tempera
down to 4.2 K with an in-plane magnetic fieldH= +5 T,
then the field was ramped to zero. The sign of the in
adElectronic mail: clc@pha.jhu.edu
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magnetic field established the preferential alignment o
top Co surface towards the +H direction through th
exchange-bias mechanism. A point contact, which accom
dated the necessary high current density for CIS effect,
then made on the surface of the top by approaching a C
to the layer using a differential screw mechanism. Resist
sV/ Id and differential resistancesdV/dId as a function o
currentsId were separately measured at the same time
the lock-in technique. The polarity of the current is posi
when the current is flowing from the tip to the thin film.

Hysteretic switching loops were observed in both re
tance and differential resistance versus current curvesT
=4.2 K, as shown in Figs. 1sbd–1sdd, similar to those ob
tained in Co/Cu/Co trilayers using point-contact s
injection8 and nanopillars.1–7 As described below, th
switching is due to the magnetization reversal of a
odomain underneath the contact and above the rest o
film. The switching currents are different for different c
tact resistancesfFigs. 1sbd–1sddg. However, they all share
common switching current density which is −s4.8±0.6d
3109 A/cm2 for the negative side ands4.5±1.3d
3109 A/cm2 for the positive side, as shown in Fig. 1sed
using a ballistic model.13

The high and the low resistances of the switching i
cate that there is a noncollinear magnetization in the vic
of the contact. This was further confirmed by the MR m
surement with an in-plane magnetic field using a small
rent of 0.1 mA, which causes no STT effect. As show
Fig. 2sad, the resistances of parallel and antiparallel state
the same for both the CIS effect and MR results. Simila
that in trilayers, the nanodomain works as the free l
while the rest of the film works as the fixed layer. The tor
exerted on the nanodomain when a current is inje
through the point contact can align the magnetization o
nanodomain parallel and antiparallel to that of the rest o
film depending on the polarity of the current, while the m
netization of the rest of the film remains intact. For M
measurement in a low-field rangef±0.4 T, Fig. 2sadg, the

nanodomain is exchange biased and remained in the positive
orientation, only the magnetization of the rest of the film
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switches at ±31.5 mT. In the high field rangef±0.8 T, Fig.
2sbdg, the nanodomain switches when the exchange bi
overcome by the applied field. As shown in Fig. 2sbd, the
exchange-biased nanodomain switches asymmetrical
−695 and 72 mT while the rest of the film switches sy
metrically at ±31.5 mT.

Several crucial aspects should be emphasized. Fir
all, in trilayers where two magnetic layers are physic

FIG. 2. sad Current-induced switching loop as a function of currentsdashed

lined and magnetoresistance as a function of field at a low bias current o
0.1 mA in the low field range of ±0.4 T andsbd high field range of ±0.8 T.
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separated by a nonmagnetic layer, such as Co/Cu/Co
CIS effect is the inverse effect of the GMR effect. Here
single exchange-biased layer, there is no GMR effect.
CIS effect is the inverse effect of the domain-wall mag
toresistancesDMRd. Secondly, the switching current dens
as shown in Fig. 1sed, is about 43109 A/cm2, which is
about one order of magnitude larger than that of trila
using point-contact spin injection8 and nanopillars.1–7

Thirdly, one notes the large resistance change of switc
One critical factor in the applications using the CIS effec
the readout signal.14 If the resistance change is small, in
range of a few mV to 100mV,1–8 one needs to resort to
lock-in technique to detect the small signal. A much la
change in resistance has been observed here in a single
as shown in Figs. 1sbd–1sdd. Even after normalization of th
contact resistance, the resistance change is about one o
magnitude larger than those in trilayers.8 Although we canno
determine a percentage value of the DMR because o
dominance of the contact resistance, the larger abs
DMR value observed in the single layer compared to
absolute GMR obtained in trilayers with similar contact
sistances suggests that DMR is likely to be larger than G

We observed the same resistance change independ
whether the domain results from the application of an
plied field or a current. This similarity rules out artifa
caused by the forces on magnetic objects in an applied
Artifacts due to magnetostriction are also likely to be sm
because the size of the nanodomain is so small. Mag
strictive effects are important in macroscopic samples, w
a very small relative change in a macroscopic length ca
important on atomic length scales.

We have also observed nonhysteretic switching at r
temperature for the same sample, as shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 1. sad Schematics of the expe
mental setup;sbd–sdd representativ
current-induced switching loops;sed
switching current density for differe
contacts.
nonhysteretic without sharp resistance step because at room
temperature, which is higher than the blocking temperature
f
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of the antiferromagnetic layer, the domain wall cannot e
at zero current without the assistance from exchange bia
Fig. 3, the STT behavior starts almost from zero current
saturates atjS=2.353109 A/cm2, which is about half of th
switching current density at 4.2 K. The resistance star
increase from 49.32V at a small current and reach
51.02V at jS where a full antiparallel state is attained wit
resistance change of about 1.5V, as shown in Fig. 3. I
between the low and high resistance, the resistance ch

FIG. 3. Spin-transfer torque effect at room temperaturesthe dashed line
the mirror of the positive side assuming no STT effectd.
continuously and reversibly. This behavior could be due to a
progression of magnetic states through large angle prece
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sional states,15–17 thermal activation18 between two meta
stable states, or possibly the continuous evolution of s
static state.

In summary, current-induced hysteretic switching ef
has been demonstrated in a single exchange-biased Co
This is a type of spin-transfer torque effects revealed a
inverse effect of domain-wall magnetoresistance.
switching current density and the change of resistanc
both about one order of magnitude larger than those in tr
ers. At room temperature, nonhysteretic behavior wi
broad switching current density range has been observ
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80031 and DMR01-01814.
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